In practice, some attributes meet a unique constraint: each entity has a unique value for the attribute. A deep web entity identification method was presented to solve problems of data error correction, uniqueness constraint enforcement, and local data fusion in deep web data integration. The method transformed the entity identification phrase to a k-partite graph clustering problem, considering both similarity and association of attribute values. Moreover, it performed global record linkage and data fusion simultaneously and could identify incorrect values and differentiate them from correct ones at the beginning. Experimental results demonstrate the high precision and scalability of our method.
Introduction
According to statistics, a number of information on the web is growing at an annual speed of 30 percent [1] . In many areas, there are large numbers of data sources in which some of the data overlap. The same entity information from various data sources may represent the same attribute value in different ways, and some data source may even offer wrong attribute values. One of the key points in data integration is to link and fuse different records for the same entity.
In practice, some attributes meet a unique constraint: each entity (or most entities) has a unique value for the attribute, including book title, press, and ISBN (International Standard Book Number). However, sometimes not all these data meet a unique constraint, possibly because the attribute values offered by some data sources are wrong or are exceptional cases (for example, some books have two ISBN: ISBN-10 and ISBN-13). The traditional identification method (Method 1) generally has two steps: 1) Record linkage [2] [3] , which involves linking the record sets possibly for the same entity. To some extent, each record set is necessary to keep the data consistency implicitly or to constrain the data uniqueness explicitly. 2) Data fusion [4] , which combines each record set together and solves the data conflicts based on specific attributes of each entity to identify the correct attribute value.
However, there are three problems with Method 1. First, a wrong attribute value may cause wrong entity identification. Taking a book for example (Table 1) , Method 1 may combine Red Rock Novel record (r23) of s10 with Jia record (r22) of s9 because they have the same author and ISBN, but it would not combine record (r23) with Red Rock Novel record (r18, r20) of s1, s8, nor with Red Rock record (r4). However, if you realize that s10 confuses the entity e1 of Red Rock Novel and the entity e2 of Jia and offers the wrong attribute value, it is possible to obtain the correct entity identification value. Second, Method 1 may lose the correct attribute value due to the uniqueness constraint enforcement. In Table 1 (a), uniqueness constraint enforcement loses the correct attribute value "Yang Yiyan" of e1. Third, local data fusion for record cluster of each entity may ignore important proofs. In Table 1 (a), for example, if all the Red Rock records Novel have been fused with other Red Rock records correctly and the number of Ba Jin attribute values from data sources containing e2 is higher than other entities, the Ba Jin attribute value is not correct for e1 (for instance, record r23).
This article put forward a new method to solve the problem of entity identification based on unique constraint and wrong value. The key idea of this method is to combine record linkage and data fusion, transform the entity identification phrase to a k-partite graph clustering problem, and make an overall decision based on the similarity of attributes and association between attributes within the same record, which can identify wrong values and separate them at the very beginning from the correct ones so as to achieve better identification effects.
The content layout of the rest of this article is as follows: part 2 gives the introduction on the question, part 3 represents the clustering method under mandatory constraint, part 4 extends to the case of soft constraint, part 5 offers test results and analysis, and part 6 summarizes the article. Table 1 . Among the records from 10 data source in the two books, the author and ISBN meet the unique constraint Table 1 
Question Representation
This part defines the question to be solved and transforms it into a problem of k-partite graph clustering and matching.
Definition of the Question
This article focuses on a kind of special attribute, unique attribute, which meets a unique constraint. That is, each entity at most has one value in the attribute. Suppose one value has more than one representation and one representation only indicates a single attribute. The following constraint definitions may be given: This article solves the following problems: given a cluster of data source S and a series of unique constraints (mandatory or soft), (1) identify the entity cluster represented by S, and (2) identify the correct value for the unique attribute of each entity and different ways of representation for each attribute value.
k-partite Graph Code
To solve the problem in this article, at first different ways of representation should be identified for the same attribute, and then find the correct value by solving the conflicts in order to cluster different representations of the same attribute into certain values and associate the attributes of the same entity. This article defines a k-partite graph code of this problem.
Definition 2.3 (k-partite Graph Code)
. Suppose E is a group of entities, 1 , , k AA represent unique attributes in the number of k on E, and S is the data source where data in E are from. The k-partite graph code of S is an undirected graph 1 ( ) ( , , , )
represents a value of attribute Ai offered by a certain data source of S;
represents that there is an existing record that i v and j v belong to. The data source cluster that offers the record is marked as ( , ).
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For instance, Figure 1 (a) shows a 3-partite graph code of the data set in Table 1 (a). The size of the image is linearly related to the size of the data input. The following solutions are given based on the k-partite graph code.
Definition 2.4 (Solution for the Code
is a k-partite graph code of entity cluster E offered by data source cluster S, so the solution of this code contains two parts:
• For each 
Cluster Under Mandatory Constraint
This part starts from the point of mandatory constraint and summarizes the problem into a k-partite graph cluster problem. First, the objective function of the cluster is introduced, followed by the relevant cluster algorithm.
Objective Function
An ideal cluster should have the characteristics of high cohesion and low coupling. Currently, there have been many cluster objective functions that consider cohesiveness and coupling, such as the Davies-Bouldin Index [5] , Dunn Index [6] , and Silhouette Index [7] . Since the Davies-Bouldin Index is more stable than the Dunn Index and the complexity of the algorithm is simpler than the Silhouette Index [8] [9] , we use the Davies-Bouldin Index in this article (referred to as the DB Index).
If given a cluster
, its DB Index should be defined as Equation (1):
In which ( , ) ij d c c is the distance between i c and .
The target of this part is to obtain a cluster with minimum DB Index, which indicates high cohesion and low coupling.
From the intuitive point of view, if the distance between two categories is far, this indicates their values on the same attribute are very different and there is very little side associated between different attributes. Thus, two kinds of distance are considered: similarity distance ( S d ) and association distance ( A d ). The former measures the similarity in the same attribute, while the latter measures the association between different attributes. The average value is taken as the distance between two categories, as shown in Equation (2): 
In which ( , )  sim r r is the similarity between r and .  r ( , )  sim r r is a value between 0 and 1, and the similarity function should be defined as appropriate. It can be character string similarity [10] , value similarity, etc. In particular cases, if  ij and in Equation (3).
Association Distance
For association distance, first the distance between two attributes should be calculated in the attributes in number k and marked as
and ll   ; then, take the average of them, referring to Equation (5):
When ij  , the association can be represented by the side between l V and l V  joint in category i c . In this article, the association is represented by the percent taken by the number of data sources supporting these sides in the number of all the data sources that offer l V joint and l V  joint in category .
Sc  is the data source set that supports the sides between l V joint and l V  joint of category i c , and S is the size of set S , then the distance is calculated as Equation (6) S c c , then the distance is calculated as Equation (7): 
CLIMB_CLUSTER
The work in [11] [12] shows that in most cases, the clustering method is difficult to deal with. In this article, we want to introduce an efficient method, CLIMB_CLUSTER (Algorithm 1), to obtain the most optimized solution. With Algorithm 1, we first get an initial cluster, check each joint iteratively, and then allocate it into the "best" category.
Step 1 Initialization. First, cluster each attribute based on similarity. Then, find the one to one matching relation of the strongest association between the category set of key values and non-key values with application of the Hungarian Algorithm.
Step 2 Adjustment. For each joint N , with the precondition of not changing the category of other joints, calculate and allocate N to the DB index of each category. Usually, N is allocated to the category that makes the smallest DB index.
Step 3 Convergence and check. Repeat step 2 until the clustering result no longer changes.
It should be noted that the initialization and change of the joint order may change the results. However, the later test (part 5) shows that the process of algorithm iteration has little impact on the results. This algorithm has the following attributes: 1) CLIMB_CLUSTER convergence.
2) Suppose n is a joint number of the input k-partite graph, m is the number of data sources, and l is the frequency of iteration. In this case, the time complexity of CLIMB_ CLUSTER is
In the later test (part 5), Algorithm 1 usually converges after several times of iteration. Though the algorithm is exponential class in k, it is not complex because k is usually small. However, this algorithm is biquadrate on n, so the cost of the algorithm will be costly when n is large and data pretreatment is necessary.
First, the data set is divided into zones, and the records that have similar value and represent the same entity are put into one zone. Then, produce k-partite graphs of each zone by applying Algorithm 1. The later (part 5) test shows that the time complexity of the algorithm is linearly related to the number of records after pretreatment. 
Algorithm 1 CLIMB_CLUSTER

Input：k-partite graph
1 ( ) ( , , , )  k G S V V E Output: () CG , cluster of G 1: (0) ( ) ( );  C G INITIALIZE G // initial
Match under Soft Constraint
This part extends to the soft constraint condition and transforms the entity identification problem into an optimization problem, while also offering relevant solutions. 
Soft Constraint and Objective Function
Now, the goal is to cluster the values of each attribute. For every attribute of soft constraint, associate the value of it with the key value that belongs to the same entity. Since values of each attribute have been clustered in Algorithm 1, joints of each attribute belonging to the same category can be firstly combined, and the sides are divided into different groups. Thenl calculate the number of supporting data sources for each side as weight. The result is similar to a 2-partite graph between a key value joint and a non-key value joint. For instance, Figure 2 shows the results transformed from the clustering results of Figure 1(c) . If condition (8) is established, we must then find the best match between A  and every soft constraint attribute. 
E v M 
is the side set chosen to connect v . Thus, the supporting difference of v is defined in Equation (9) 
To find the best match, the goal is to maximize the weight of the sides chosen while at the same time minimizing the supporting difference of each joint. The score of the certain match M is defined in Equation (10):
In case the supporting difference is 0,  avoids the mistakes in division by zero; when the supporting difference is minimal,  smooths the denominator.  can be set as follows: first, the standard deviation is calculated for the weight of the sides of each joint, and then the averages of Aand A  are calculated and added together. This method fully considers the huge difference in weight between each joint, and the test in part 5 shows that this method is more effective.
In conclusion, the matching problem discussed in this part is summarized into an optimization and matching problem between the key value attribute and each soft unique attribute, as shown in Equation (11):
GREED_MATCH
Solving a non-linear optimization problem is not always easy [13] . An efficient algorithm is required to obtain an optimized result. The given image () C GS includes a key value attribute A  and a certain soft uniqueness attribute . A GREED_MATCH (Algorithm 2) introduced in this part has two stages: in the first stage, choose the joints that may match more than one joint, and in the second stage, maximize the objective function.
Algorithm 2 GREED_MATCH
Output：entity set offer by E and S
1:
( ( )) ( ( )); ;  E 18: for every value v do in attribute A  in 19: E is added into an entity that includes and all values matching with (if it is mandatory constraint, the entity will include and values in the same cluster with); 20: end for 21: return E;
Stage 1: Choice of Joints.
Consider attribute A  (attribute A similar).
• Rank all the sides associated with all joints of the attribute in descending order by weight.
• Rank all joints of the attribute in descending order based on the value of V
{sides between A and Ak}
• As for joint ,  vV start from side set ( ), Ev in which the initial () Ev only includes two sides with the highest weight among all the sides associated with the join. Then, calculate the area score of the joint as Equation (12) 
Add sides associated with the joint into gradually in descending order by weight until the score will not increase any longer. Under this case, deg( )
Stage 2: Choice of Sides.
If scores in the match become higher and do not exceed the degree limit ( deg( ) v ), in case any side (in descending order by weight) is added into the image, choose this side until it no longer exists.
Complexity of this algorithm is ( log log ),  O e e n n en in which e represents the number of sides in image ( ), C GS which only considers two attributes, and n represents the number of joints.
Experiments
This part describes the test conditions of crawling data, and the results show that the method introduced in this article is of high precision and extendibility.
Data Set
This article draws test data from many online books that covers 21 bookstores (data sources), 811 books, and 2482 records (each record is from a data source, including attributes like book title, author and ISBN). Two types of books are considered: Chinese and English. Information on different types of books, which is regarded as the gold standard, is searched from online libraries of universities.
GREED_MATCH, the algorithm introduced in this article, first take over the CLIMB_CLUSTER and applies the matching method into soft constraint. Suppose the mandatory constraint is met in book title and the soft constraint is met in author and ISBN (violation rate). This article calculates the similarity between value representations for the title and author with TF/IDF Jaro-Winkler distance [10] and the value similarity of ISBN with Levenshtein distance [10] .
For easy comparison, this article realizes three traditional record linkage and data fusion technologies.
• LINK: calculate the similarity of value in each attribute based on each pair of records, and take the average. If the average similarity reaches 0.85, the two records are associated. Then, consider all the records associated as an entity. Consider different representations of the same value in certain entities and regard the representations of the values with similarity above 95 percent as the same value (in most tests, the threshold value achieves the best results). 
Associate each key value with the non-key value of the highest weight, (many to one relation), then consider all the values associated as an entity.
• LF: If algorithm LINK is applied, choose a correct value for each attribute of each entity by choosing the value offered by most data sources.
Index Evaluation
This article compares the results occurred with the gold standard from two aspects based on the quality of results of precision (P), recall ratio(R), and F measure: (1) compare the value matching between different attributes; (2) compare the value clustering of the same attribute. As for matching, if representations of each pair of attributes belong to the same entity, they are considered to match with each other. The data set of the matching pairs in the gold standard is marked as M G , and the matching pairs in the test results are marked as M R . Definitions:
PR F PR
For the clustering in certain attribute A, if representations of each pair of attributes represent the same attribute, they are considered to belong to the same category. The data set of clustering pairs in the gold standard is marked as A G , and the data set of clustering pairs in the test results is marked as A R . The precision, recall ratio, and F value can also be calculated. Table 2 compares the precision of all methods. It is found that in most cases, GREED_MATCH achieves the highest F value. On average, it obtains an F value of 0.96 in matching and 0.98 in clustering. In the English data set, GREED_MATCH improves by about 11 percent in the matching of title and ISBN and 20 percent in title clustering. As for LINK and FUSE, FUSE usually achieves higher precision but lower recall ratio because it only allows one author for each book. On the other hand, LF performs better in matching than FUSE and similarly in clustering with LINK. This is because it mandates the uniqueness without dealing with exceptions and fails to identify the wrong value from the very beginning, which causes wrong clustering. Figure 3 compares the precision of book title clustering by GREED_MATCH and its three variants: NAONLY only considers the association between the author and title of the book, NBONLY only considers the association between the title and ISBN, NA+NB considers the above two associations, and NAB considers all three associations. Since this data set has many blank book No., NBONLY is of low precision and recall ratio and NA+NB only improves slightly more than NAONLY. We can also find that the results may be improved greatly if the association between the author and ISBN is considered: NAB improves 5 percent more for the F value compared with NA+NB. 
Precision Comparison
Association Comparison Between Attributes
Efficiency and Extendibility
To reduce the cost of the algorithm, it is necessary to pretreat the data and divides it into zones. This article put the records that meet the following conditions into one zone: if they have 1) similar title and ISBN, 2) similar tile and author, or 3) similar author and same ISBN (threshold value=0.9). Figure 4 shows the execution time of GREED_MATCH in each zone. It is found that in 99 percent of the zone, the size of the image is less than 11 (joints). The largest image has 121 joints, and the maximum execution time of one zone is only 327 seconds. Although the execution time of the algorithm is in a biquadrate relation with the size of the image, the execution time is subject to the layout of joints in the image. For instance, the execution time of the largest image is only 6 seconds, and the image only contains 2 author joints and 3 ISBN joints. When measured with different threshold values and different similarities, we can find the size layout of images.
To test the extendibility, it is necessary to divide the whole data set into 10 subsets of the same size. Starting from one of the subsets, other subsets are added in gradually. Figure 5 shows the diagram of execution time and the number of records. It is found that the overall execution time of each zone and the execution time of the top 10 zones grow linearly with the increase in data. Therefore, the algorithm in this article is extendable. 
Conclusion
This article studies how to conduct entity identification under the situation where a unique constraint and wrong value exist. There are mainly studies in two aspects: record linkage and data fusion. Record linkage is a technology that has been widely used in the past [2] . However, the precision of record match goes down dramatically when a wrong value occurs. Data fusion is a newly explored area that studies how to combine the records linked and solve the conflicts [4] . Recently, an advanced technology that considers the precision of data sources and reliability between data sources has been presented as a method in conflict solving [14] .
The method introduced in this article not only involves the simple combination of record linkage and data fusion, but also integrates them seamlessly into the k-partite graph clustering. The key idea is to combine the record linkage and data fusion together and apply them in an overall situation. The article also put forward the issue of k-partite graph clustering under hard constraint and expanded it to the situation of soft constraint. Experimental results showed that the method in this article is of high precision and extendibility. Meanwhile, although the clustering method has been applied to the work of deletion [15] of massive repeated records, most of these technologies only cluster the records. The method introduced in this article clusters the attribute value, which can achieve more fine clustering effects.
Our future work will focus on applying this method into more areas, such as many-to-one relations or more general constraints. Moreover, extensive studies should be conducted on online record linkages and data fusion [3, 16] , which emphasize efficiency.
